To:

The NCAA Men’s Gymnastics Rules Committee

From: The National Gymnastics Judges Association (NGJA)
Date:

April 1, 2017

Re:

Proposal for Assigning Judges to the NCAA Men’s Gymnastics Championships

Following is a proposal respectfully submitted from the National Gymnastics Judges Association
(NGJA) for assigning judges each year to the NCAA Men’s Gymnastics Championships.
Overview:
Currently, every head coach of a NCAA Men’s Gymnastics program submits two names for consideration
to judge the NCAA Championships each year. From the two names submitted, one name must be
selected. As a result, the coaches of the men’s gymnastics programs are directly responsible for the
selection of 16 of the 24 judges selected to judge the yearly championships. The coaches have a direct
impact on the selection of two thirds of the judges and as a result, the judges are beholden to the
coaches.
Objective:
To shift the responsibility for the selection of the entire 24 judge panel directly to the NGJA. This would
be a paradigm shift from the current system.
Opportunity:
The NCAA identified the desire to remove the coaches from the selection of officials from their
championships. The NGJA has picked up this challenge to forward a system that would represent all the
schools, remove any conflict of interest and provide the best officials possible to judge the
championships.
Solution:
The NGJA should be directly responsible for the selection of officials. The NGJA would follow a process
to ensure the highest quality of judges’ knowledge and experience while providing equal representation
for all NCAA schools.
Proposal:
The NGJA has attached a detailed selection criteria and system for identifying and assigning officials.
When the committee approves the proposal, this assigning process would become official.

NCAA Gymnastics Championships
Judges Selection Process
1. Judging experience/expertise guidelines for nomination.
a. Has judged a minimum of two collegiate meets for each of the previous 3 seasons.
b. Has judged at least one conference championships in past three years before nomination
c. National Card Holder
d. Respected by peers/coaches
e. Nomination from Regional Technical Director
2. RTD (Regional Technical Director) Nomination Process
a. RTD’s will nominate 10 names per region before the start of each NCAA season.
b. RTD’s will recommend a conference (can be two conferences) to each name using the
following:
• RTD East Region nominates – 7 names for ECAC and 3 name for Big Ten
• RTD Mid-East Region nominates – 8 names for Big Ten and 2 name for ECAC
• RTD Mid-West Region nominates – 6 names for MPSF and 4 names for Big Ten
• RTD West Region nominates – 10 names for MPSF
c. RTD’s will ensure a minimum of one judge is nominated that is local to each college team.
d. A minimum of one name will be submitted for a judge that that has never judged the NCAA
Championships, and meets experience guidelines from # 1 above.
e. The D1 for each event will also be assigned duties as the NCAA National Apparatus Leader.
RTD’s will recommend which of their nominees should be considered for this assignment.
f. RTD’s will confirm each judge who is nominated is available.
g. RTD’s will confirm that no one has officiated the last two NCAA Championships in a row.
(Excludes D1/NAL position)
3. NGJA Selection Process
a. NGJA NCAA selection committee will consist of the NGJA President, National Technical VP
and four Regional Technical Directors
b. The NGJA selection committee will ensure there is a regional/conference balance so that:
(i)
there are eight (8) judges from each NCAA conference, and
(ii)
there are six (6) judges from each NGJA region (recommended).
4. Event Assignments – completed by National Technical VP and NGJA President.
a. A judges’ pool list will be created from the NGJA selection process, listing the 6 judges from
each conference.
b. NGJA will start with selection of D1 event assignments. Each conference will have two D1’s.
c. NGJA will continue with selection of D2 event assignments. Each conference will have two
D2’s.
d. A conference cannot have a D1 & D2 on the same event.
e. NGJA will then select E3 assignments with 2 judges from each conference.

f.

NGJA will then assign E4 assignments with 2 judges per conference, and ensuring that no
conference has more than 2 judges on one event.
g. NGJA will also assign a list of alternates from the nomination list, by event, in case of a
cancellation by a selected judge.
h. Event Assignments are reviewed and approved by the RTDs.
5. Judging experience requirements during competition season. Once assigned to judge the NCAA
Championships, each judge must have the following assignments during the upcoming
competition season before judging the NCAA Championships.
a. Recommended to be assigned three collegiate level meets.
b. During each dual meet or invitational, will judge their assigned event for NCAA’s, including D
or E assignment.
c. Will be assigned to judge their NCAA Championships assigned event at their Conference
championships, including an appropriate D or E assignment.
6. Replacements
a. Should a judge decline to officiate the NCAA Championships, a replacement will be
identified from the selection criteria above in #2 - #4.
7. Present final selections to the NCAA committee for approval.

